
9 Philpott Street, Muirhead

Stunning 4 Bedroom Home with Solar Power & Magna Pool
!!!!!!
This spectacular home is set on a great elevated block in one of Darwin’s
favourite northern suburbs Muirhead. The home is designed to perfection
with practicality and style in mind, every aspect has been well thought out.

It’s pleasant north-east orientation allows the cool morning light in to the
home and shades the hot afternoon sun from its entertainment areas.

Its opened planned kitchen, living and dining area gives the home a free
spacious feeling and a fantastic outlook over the pool.

A spectacular kitchen creates a central master piece providing the home
chef with facilities like a 900 oven, 5 gas burner cook top, huge stone island
bench preparation area and tucked away behind tidy pantry doors, a
butler’s pantry equipped with even more storage and bench space.

The wide hallway carries the pleasant feeling of space through the
entertaining areas into the generously sized 4 bedrooms and 2 bathrooms,
the list goes on.

Below are more features of this amazing home.

Solar Power (16 Solar panels Average power bill saving of $550 full sun)
Magnesium pool
4 bedrooms with built in robes (Master with walk in robe and pull out
ironing board)
2 bath rooms (main with bath tub) (ensuite in master bedroom)
(separate toilet powder room)

The above information provided has been furnished to us by the vendor/s. We have not verified whether or not that
information is accurate and do not have any belief in one way or the other in its accuracy. We do not accept any
responsibility to any person for its accuracy and do no more than pass it on. All interested parties should make and rely
upon their own inquiries in order to determine whether or not this information is in fact accurate.
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Price $795 Per Week
Property Type rental
Property ID 161

Agent Details

Nikki Vazanellis - 0450 473 710 
George Vazanellis - 0401 844 455

Office Details

Core Realty (NT)
Unit 304 42 Gothenburg Crescent
Stuart Park NT 0820 Australia 
0450 473 710
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